How to add MODE Learning Object to your course

Step 1.
Click on Add Learning Object

Step 2.
Enter keyword to start search

Local Repositories: Minnesota Online Digital Exchange.
Step 3.
Browse list of Learning Objects that your search has found and select the one you wish to add.

- Search Results
  - Display Options
  - Search Options
    - Find items with: strategy
  - Search Results
    - Order By: Relevancy (desc)
    - 3 search results
    - Learning Objects/Assets
      - The Civil War
        - 4/18/2006 3:43:26 PM
        - This is a self-contained lesson of multimedia, audio, and text. The lesson "The Civil War" covers the topics of military strategy, the battles, and the economy during the Civil War.
      - Assessment Of Physical And Emotional Symptoms
        - 7/11/2006 11:19:40 AM
        - Dying is much more than a medical "event". It is a time of emotions that may include fear, grief, joy, anger, reconciliation, forgiveness, and transformation for all involved. Fear of the unknown for the patient and family is only natural. One of the fears the professional might face is the observation of the emotional and bodily changes of the patient as death approaches. The professional may not be prepared to provide the appropriate assessments and education that is expected by the patient and family. In the journey between living and dying, this is an emotional time when the professional is needed for support, encouragement, and direction. This course is designed for professionals with a desire to learn more about the physical and emotional signs of the terminally ill patient, including the expected sequence of changes. Included are teaching aids for communication with the patient and family as symptoms occur. Course Objectives: Identify personal fears associated with... more

Select radio button by the Learning Object that you wish to add.

Click Next.
Step 4.
Retrieve Learning Object

Retrieve Object - The Civil War

- Create a Dynamic Link to object from Content
  Choosing a Dynamic Link will always take you to the newest version of the learning object or asset, regardless of what version existed when the link was created.

- Create a Locked Link to object from Content
  Choosing a Locked Link will always take you to this version of the learning object or asset. Future versions of the learning object or asset will have no affect on the link.

Step 5.
Choose parent Module

Dynamic Link

Choose the parent module from Content that this object should appear under.

Parent Module: [Week 1] [add module]
Open in New Window: [Preview/view the content topic in a new window or tab]

Dynamic link to the Learning Object you have selected is now in your course content under Parent Module you have selected.